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In this note, the exponential stability for C semigroups in a Hilbert space is0
considered. First, an expression for a C semigroup is given, and then a formula on0
the growth order of a C semigroup is obtained. Finally, with some additional0
condition such as the boundedness of the resolvent of the generator of a C0
semigroup on an imaginary axis, the exponential stability of a C semigroup is0
proved. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let X be a Hilbert space. For a C semigroup T t on X with0
generator A, the growth order and the spectral bound of A are denoted by
 .  .v A and s A , respectively. In the sequel, R , R, and C denote theq
nonnegative real number set, the real field, and complex field, and N, Z,
and Z denote the positive integer set, integer set, and non-negativeq
integer set, respectively.
 .A C semigroup T t is said to be exponentially stable if there exist two0
5  .5 yd tpositive constants M and d satisfying T t F e for all t G 0. There
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have been many results on the exponential stability of C semigroups, one0
 w x.of which says that see, for example, 2, 3 for a uniformly bounded C0
 .  .semigroup T t with generator A on a Hilbert space X, T t is exponen-
tially stable if and only if the resolvent set of A is contained in the closed
right half-plane and
5 5sup R l; A ¬ Re l s 0 - `. 1.1 4 .  .
w xRecently, a similar result is also proved in the paper 8 for a C0
semigroup not necessarily uniformly bounded, for which the resolvent of
the generator has the finite exponential order. It is natural to ask whether
the same result still holds when the condition that the resolvent of A has
the finite exponential order is weaken or removed.
To study this problem, we introduce a new condition on A: S A s X, .
 .where S A denotes the closure of S A and .
` `¡
S A s S A , .  .D F D a , k~ 1.2 .a)0 ns1 ksn
n k k¢ 5 5 5 5S A s x g D A ¬ A x F a x , 0 F k F n . 4 .  .a , n
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, several lemmas
are given. In Section 3, first, a new expression of the C semigroup is0
obtained, then based on this expression, under the assumption S A s X, .
some equivalent conditions of the exponential stability for a C semigroup0
are derived. Finally, an example of an exponentially stable C semigroup is0
listed, for which S A / X. Therefore, the result of this paper reveals a .
new feature of exponential stability for C semigroups.0
2. SEVERAL LEMMAS
In the sequel, X always denotes a Hilbert space. For simplicity, we
 .  .denote the resolvent R l; A of A by R l . First introduce a Hilbert
space L2 ,s
2 < 5 5 2L s Q ? Q ? g C R, L X , Q t x dt - `, ; x g X , .  .  .  . . Hs  5
R
 .where L X denotes the Banach space of all bounded linear operators in
 . 2X. It is clear that if Q ? g L , then there exists a constant C ) 0 such thats
5 5 2 2 5 5 2Q t x dt F C x , ; x g X . 2.1 .  .H
R
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w xThe following Lemma 2.1 can be found in 3
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with generator A. If0
 .  . 2s ) v A , then R s " i ? g L ands
5 5lim sup R s q it x ¬ v F s F v s 0, ; x g X 4 . 1 2
< <t ª`
 .for any v , v with v A - v - v - `.1 2 1 2
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with generator A. For any0
 .s ) v A , set
5 5D s s g R ¬ sub R s q it - ` , . 51
tgR
D s s g R ¬ R s q i ? g L2 . . 42 s
  . . 5  . 5Then D is an open set, D > D > v A , ` , and lim R s q it x1 2 1 <t < ª`
s 0 for all x g X and s g D .1
Proof. That D is open follows immediately from the resolvent identity1
R s q it s R v q it q v y s R v q it R s q it . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .
  . .The inclusion D > v A , ` is derived from the well known Hille]Yosida1
 .theorem of semigroups. From 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, it is easily seen that
5  . 5s g D if s g D , and that lim R s q it x s 0, ; x g X.2 1 <t < ª`
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with generator A.0
 .  .  .1 If s ) s A and v ) v A , then there exists a constant M ) 0
such that, for any t ) 0 and a, b g R with b ) a,
b sqit . te R s q it x dt .H
a
y1 s t 5 5 5 5F t Me R v q ia x q R v q ib x .  .
1r2
b 25 5q R s q it x dt .H /a
1r2
b 25 5qt R v q it x dt ; 2.3 .  .H /a
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 .2 If s g D , then there exists a constant M ) 0 such that for any2 1
t ) 0 and a, b g R,
b sqit . t y1 s t 5 5e R s q it x dt F t e M 1 q t x ; 2.4 .  .  .H 1
a
 .3 If s g D and k G 2, then there exists a constant M ) 0 such1 2
that, for any t ) 0 and a, b g R with a ) b,
1r2
b bk 2sqit . t ky2 s t 5 5e R s q it x dt F g M e R s q it x dt , .  .H H2  /a a
5  .5 < 4where g s sup R s q it t g R - `.
 .Proof. Using 2.1 , we have
b sqit . te R s q it x dt .H
a
b sqit . tF e R v q it x dt .H
a
b sqit . tq e v y s R v q it R s q t x dt .  .  .H
a
b 2y1 s t it tF t e R v q ia x q R v q ib x q e R v q it x dt .  .  .H a
b it t< <qt v y s e R v q it R s q it x dt . 2.5 .  .  .H /a
5 5According to the Hahn]Banach Theorem, there exists y g X with y0 0
s 1 such that
2
b it te R v q it R s q it x dt .  .H
a
2
b it ts e R v q it R s q it x dt , y . .  .H 0 ;
a
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Therefore,
2
b it te R v q it R s q it x dt .  .H
a
2
b Uit t :s e R s q it x , R v q it y dt .  .H 0
a
b b U2 25 5 5 5F R s q it x dt R v q it y dt .  .H H 0
a a
b 22 5 5F C R s q it x dt , .H1
a
where C ) 0 is a constant depending on both s and v. Similarly, there1
exists a constant C such that2
2
b b2 2it t 2 5 5e R v q it x dt F C R v q it x dt . 2.6 .  .  .H H2
a a
 .  .  .Assertion 1 then follows from 2.4 and 2.5 .
 .  .Assertion 2 follows from part 1 just proved and Lemma 2.1. From
 .U 2  .Lemma 2.2, we get R s q i ? g L . Then the assertion 3 follows froms
w xLemma 2.3 in 5 .
3. EXPONENTIAL STABILITY
 .First, two lemmas concerning the set S A are given.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a closed linear operator o¨er X with dense domain,
 .and let B g L X commute with A. Then
 .  .  .  .  .  .1 S A ; S A ; S A , S A q S A ;a , nq 1 a , n b , n a , n b , n
 .S A for any n g N and for any b ) a ) 0;aqb, n
 .  .2 S A is a linear set in X ;
 .3 S A q B s X if S A s X. .  .
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a closed linear operator on X with dense domain.
Then
 .  .  .1 X ; S A if X is a subset of X such that X ; D A and1 1 1
AX ; X ;1 1
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 .2 S A s X if there exists a sequence of closed rectifiable cur¨ es .
 < 4  .G n g N ; r A such thatn
1
<span R l; A x dl x g X , n g N s X . 3.1 .  .H 52p i Gn
 .Proof. 1 From the closedness of A, the restriction of A on X is a1
 .bounded linear operator. So it is obvious that X ; S A .1
 .2 For any n g N, denote the length of G by l and putn n
1
5 5m s max x , x s R l; A x dl, .Hn n 2p ixgD Gn n
where D is the bounded domain enclosed by G . From the closedness ofn n
A, we have
1
k kA x s l R l; A x dl, ;k g N. .Hn n2p i Gn
Hence
ln kk k k5 5A x F m F m l q 1 , .n n n n2p
which implies that
`1
R l; A dl X ; S A , .  .FH m  l q1. , kn n2p i Gn ks1
and therefore S A s X. .
According to the above lemmas, for a discrete operator A on X and a
bounded operator B on X which commutes with A, we have S A q B s .
 .X if the root system of A is complete, i.e., sp A s X. In particular,
S A q B s X if A is a discrete spectral operator on X. But that .
S A s X does not imply that A is a spectral operator. For example, let .
2 .X s L R and define the differential operator A on X byq
Af s s f X s , ;s G 0, f g D A , .  .  .  .
2 < 1D A s f g L R f g H R . .  .  . 4q q
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Then A is a closed linear operator with dense domain, but not a spectral
operator on X. Denote
1 < ysX s g g H R f s s e P s , .  .  .0 q n
P s is a polynomial of degree n , n g Z . . 4n q
 .Then X ; X is a dense linear subset in X. We now prove that X ; S A .0 0
 . n kIn fact, for any f g X , there exists a polynomial P s s  a s such0 n ks0 k
 . ys  .  < < 4that f s s e P s . Denoting a s max a ¬ 0 F k F n , we haven k
2k`  .kyj2k j  j. ys5 5A f s C P s y1 e ds .  .H k n
0 js0
22k ` a n! 2n ! .  .22 j 2 n y2 s kF a n n! C s e ds s 2 , ;k g Z . .  Hk q2 nq120js0
 .Hence f g S A . This implies that S A s X. .
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with the generator A.0
 .  .Suppose that s ) s A and S A s X.
 .  . 21 If R s q i ? g L , thens
1
sqit . tT t x s e R s q it x dt , t ) 0, ; x g X , 3.2 .  .  .H2p i R
it t  .where the X-¨alued improper integral H e R s q it x dt is uniformly con-R
 x w .¨ergent for t g y`, yd j d , ` with an arbitrary constant d ) 0.
 . 5  .5 < 42 If sup R s q it t g R - `, then
l! lq1sqit . tT t x s e R s q it x dt , t ) 0, x g X , l g Z , .  .H ql2p it R
3.3 .
it t  . lq1where the X-¨alued improper integral H e R s q it x dt is uniformlyR
 .con¨ergent for t g y`, ` as l G 1.
 .  . 2Proof. 1 Since R s q i ? g L , it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3s
it t  .that the X-valued integral H e R s q it x dt is uniformly convergentR 0
 x w .  .for t g y`, yd j d , ` . For any t ) 0, define an operator T t on X1
as
1
sqit . tT t s e R s q it x dt , ; x g X . .  .H1 2p i R
 .  .It is clear that T t g L X .1
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 .  .We now prove T t s T t , ; t ) 0. Without loss of generality, we may1
5  .5 ytassume that s F y1 and T t F e , ; t G 0. Otherwise, we can endow
< < 5 yv t  . 5X with an equivalent norm x s sup e T t x for x g X and con-t G 0
 . yv t  .sider S t s e T t with v chosen appropriately.
 .For any x g D A , since S A s X, there exists a constant a ) 0 and a .
 < 4  .sequence x n g N ; X such that x g S A andn n a, n
1
5 5x y x F . 3.4 .n n
 y1 .For any r g 0, a , we have
R s q it An xy1  . nr sqit . te R s q it x y dt .H nny1  /s q it .yr
n ky1A xy1 nr sqit . ts e dt .H ky1yr s q it .ks1
y1 l t  .Integrating l e on the left semicircle with center s , 0 and with radius
ry1, since this semicircle is located in the left open half-plane and
 .x g S A , we haven a, n
k -1A xy1 nr sqit . te dtH ky1yr s q it .
ky1A x3pr2 y1 iu ns t y1 r t es e r e duH yk k iur epr2
pr2 y1 k-1s t y1 yr t cos u k ky1 r s t5 5 5 5F 2 e r e r du A x F p e ar x . .H n t n
0
Therefore
nR s q it A xy1  . nr sqit . te R s q it x y dt .H nny1  /s q it .yr
n s tpr e prky1s t 5 5 5 5F e ar x F x . . n nt t 1 y arks1
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Then using Lemma 2.3, we obtain
nR s q it A xy1  . nr sqit . te R s q it x y dt .H n
y1  /s q it .yr
y1r sqit . tF e R s q it x y x dt .  .H ny1yr
nR s q it A xy1  . nr sqit . tq e R s q it x y dt .H nny1  /s q it .yr
r 1
s t y1 5 5 5 5F e M 1 q t t x y x q p x , 3.5 .  .1 n n /t 1 y ar
where M ) 0 is a constant dependent on s . In the same way, for1
  . 4v ) max v A , s , there exists a positive constant, denoted still by M ,1
such that
nR v q it A xy1  . nr vqit . te R v q it x y dt .H n
y1  /s q it .yr
r 1
v t y1 5 5 5 5F e M 1 q t t x y x q p x . 3.6 .  .1 n n /t 1 y ar
 .  .Let G be an oriented rectangle with vertices s " i rr, v " i rr.
 lt n.  . n  .Integrating e rl R l A x on G, since x g S A , we haven n a, n
n nR s q it A x R v q it A xy1 y1 .  .n nr rsqit . t vqit . te dt y e dtH Hn n
y1 y1s q it v q it .  .yr yr
nA xnl tF e R l dl .H nlG
nv t y1< < 5 5q 2 e s y v ar x sup R s " ir .  .n
 .sg s , v
nv t y1< < 5 5 5 5 < w xs 2 e s y v ar x sup R s " ir s g s , v . 3.7 .  . 4 .n
 .  .  .  .It follows from 3.5 , 3.6 , 3.7 , and 3.4 that
y1 y1r rsqit . t vqit . te R s q it x dt y e R v q it x dt .  .H H
y1 y1yr yr
r 1
v t y1 5 5F 2 e M 1 q t t x y x q p .1 n t 1 y ar
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n y1< < 5 5 < 5 5w xq2 s y v ar sup R t " ir t g s , v x .  4 . n /
1 r 1
v t y1F 2 e M 1 q t t q p .1 n t 1 y ar
1
n y1< < 5 5 5 5w xq2 s y v r sup R t " ir ¬ t g s , v x q . 4 .  // n
Letting first n ª ` and then r ª 0q in the above inequality, we have
1
sqit . tT t x s e R s q it x dt .  .H1 2p i R
1
vqit . ts e R v q it x dt , .H2p i R
 .  . w xwhich implies that T t x s T t x, ; x g X by Theorem 1.1 in 5 . The1
 .assertion 1 is then proved.
 . it t  . lq12 From lemma 2.3, The X-valued integral H e R s q it x dtR
 .is uniformly convergent for t g y`, ` as l G 1. For any a and b with
b ) a, we have
b sqit . te R s q it dt .H
a
l! b lq1sqit ts e R s q it x dt .Hl2p it a
l sqit . tk y 1 !e . k kq R s q ib x y R s q ia x . .  . . k2p itks1
Then the desired conclusion is derived from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3
 .COROLLARY 3.4. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with the generator A,0
and suppose that S A s X. Then .
< 2v A s inf s s ) s A and R s q i ? g L .  .  . 4s
< 5 5s inf s s ) s A and sup R s q it - ` . .  . 5
tgR
Proof. Denote
< 2v s inf s s ) s A and R s q i ? g L , .  . 41 s
< 5 5v s inf s s ) s A and sup R s q it - ` . .  . 52
tgR
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 .From Lemma 2.2, we have v A F v F v . On the other hand, from1 2
 .  .Theorem 3.3, we have v F v A . Therefore v A s v s v .2 1 2
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with the generator A,0
and suppose that S A s X. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent: .
 .  .a T t is exponentially stable;
 .  . 2b there exists a s - 0 such that R s q i ? g L ;s
 . 5  .5 < 4c there exists a s - 0 such that sup R s q it t g R - `.
Proof. The desired assertions follow from Corollary 3.4 immediately.
 .THEOREM 3.6. Let T t be a C semigroup on X with the generator A,0
and suppose that S A s X. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent: .
 .  .a T t is exponentially stable;
 .  . 2b R i ? g L ;s
 . 5  .5 < 4c sup R it t g R - `.
 .  .  .Proof. a « b and c are obvious.
 .  .  .Let b hold. From Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 2.3 2 , T t is uniformly
bounded on X. So there exists a constant M ) 0 such that
5 5 <s sup R s q it t g R F M , ;s ) 0. 3.8 4 .  .
 .  .  .Thus, using 2.1 and 3.8 , and taking v s 0 in 2.1 , we obtain
`
25 5 <sup R s q it x dt s G 0 .H 5
y`
`2 25 5F M q 1 R it x dt - `, ; x g X , .  .H
y`
w x  .Then it follows from Theorem 2.2 in 6 that the assertion a holds.
 .Now suppose that c holds. From Lemma 2.2, there exists a d ) 0 such
that
5 5 <sup R yd q it t g R - `. 4 .
 .Then the assertion a follows from Theorem 3.5.
Finally, we give an example to show that there exists a C semigroup0
 .  .T t on X such that T t is exponentially stable but its generator A does
not satisfy S A s X. .
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2w x  .Let X s L 0, 1 and for any t G 0, the operator T t on X is defined by
f t q s , as t q s F 1, . w xT t f s s ;s g 0, 1 . .  .  0, as t q s ) 1,
 .Then T t is a C semigroup on X and its generator A is defined by0
Af s s f X s , ; f g D A , .  .  .  .
< 1D A s f f g H 0, 1 , f 1 s 0 . 4 .  .  .
w xSee, for example, A-I in 1 . This semigroup is clearly exponentially stable,
 4  .  <but S A s 0 . In fact, for any f g S A , there exist a ) 0 and f n g . n
4N ; X such that
n 5 k 5 k 5 5f g D A , A f F a f , 3.9 .  .n n n
1
5 5f y f F . 3.10 .n n
 n.  .  .Since f g D A , f s is n y 1 -times continuously differentiable onn n
w x ny1. . w x k . .0, 1 , f s is absolutely continuous on 0, 1 , and f 1 s 0, 0 F k Fn n
n y 1. Therefore
ny1 . 1 n n. w xf s s t f t dt , ;s g 0, 1 . .  .Hn nn! t
 .  .Since f g S A and 3.10 , we haven a, n
1 1 1
n.5 5 5 5 5 5f F f q F f qn n’n nn! n q 1
n 5 5a f q 1 1 .
F q ª 0 as n ª ` . .’ nn! n q 1
 4This implies that S A s 0 . .
Therefore, the result obtained here reveals a new feature of exponential
stability for C semigroups.0
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